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Abstract. co-training can learn from datasets having a small num-
ber of labelled examples and a large number of unlabelled ones. It is an
iterative algorithm where examples labelled in previous iterations are
used to improve the classification of examples from the unlabelled set.
However, as the number of initial labelled examples is often small we do
not have reliable estimates regarding the underlying population which
generated the data. In this work we make the claim that the propor-
tion in which examples are labelled is a key parameter to co-training.
Furthermore, we have done a series of experiments to investigate how
the proportion in which we label examples in each step influences co-
training performance. Results show that co-training should be used
with care in challenging domains.

1 Introduction

Semi-supervised learning uses a set of examples where only a few examples are
labelled, and the goal is to predict the labels of the remaining unlabelled exam-
ples. The main idea of semi-supervised learning is to investigate ways whereby
using the unlabelled data it is possible to effectively improve classification per-
formance, compared with a classifier build only using the labelled data, i.e.
without considering the unlabelled data. For these reasons, semi-supervised
learning is considered as the middle road between supervised and unsupervised
learning.

Methods that have been proposed under this paradigm include the multi-
view semi-supervised co-training method (1), dealt with in this work. co-
training applies to datasets that have a natural separation of their attributes
into at least two disjoint sets, so that there is a partitioned description of each
example into each distinct view. For each view, the set of few labelled examples
is given to learning algorithms to induce independent classifiers. Each classi-
fier is used to classify the unlabelled data in its respective view. Afterwards,
examples which have been classified with a higher degree of confidence for all
views are included in the set of labelled examples and the process is repeated
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using the augmented labelled set until a stop criterion is met. However, due
to the limited number of initial training examples available in semi-supervised
learning, it is not possible to estimate the class distribution of the dataset in
advance. Furthermore, when examples are labelled, as there is no information
concerning class distribution, we do not know in which class proportion the
higher confidence labelled examples should be included in the set of labelled
examples in each iteration. This is a question of practical importance, and in
this work we analyse the effect of class distribution in co-training. Experi-
mental results of co-training performance with respect to accuracy, number
of incorrectly labelled examples and AUC show that, although the best results
are obtained if the true class distribution of the examples is known, for some
domains where there is a great separability among classes the performance of
co-training can also be competitive when this information is not available.
However, co-training should be used with caution in challenging domains.

The rest of this work is organised as follows: Section 2 presents related
work on semi-supervised learning. Section 3 describes co-training. Section 4
discusses the class distribution sensitivity problem. Section 5 reports the exper-
imental results, and Section 6 concludes the work.

2 Related Work

Semi-supervised learning algorithms can be divided into single-view and multi-
view (2; 3). In a single-view scenario the algorithms have access to the entire
set of domain attributes. Single-view algorithms can be split up into transduc-
tives (4), Expectation Maximization (EM) variations (5), background knowl-
edge based algorithms (6) and graph-based methods (3). In a multi-view set-
ting, the attributes are presented in subsets (views) which are sufficient to learn
the target concept. Multi-view algorithms are based on the assumption that the
views are both compatible (all examples are labelled identically by the target
concepts in each view), and uncorrelated (given the label of any example, its
descriptions in each view are independent)

The co-training algorithm provides the basis for multi-view learning. Fol-
lowing co-training some multi-view learning algorithms have been proposed,
such as: CO-EM (7) which combines EM and co-training; CO-Testing (2)
which combines active and semi-supervised learning, and CO-EMT (2) an ex-
tension of CO-Testing with CO-EM. The use of Support Vector Machines
(SVM) instead of Naive Bayes (NB) as the base-learning learner is proposed
in (8). An improved version of CO-EM using SVM is proposed in (9) showing
experimental results that outperform other algorithms. co-training requires
the instance space to be described with sufficient and redundant views. On the
other hand, the tri-training algorithm (10) neither requires this nor imposes
any constraints on the supervised learning algorithm; its applicability is broader
than previous co-training style algorithms. The majority of these applications
and related work barely consider the class distribution.
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3 The co-training Algorithm

Given a set of N examples E = {E1, ..., EN} defined by a set of M attributes
X = {X1, X2, ..., XM} and the class attribute Y , where we only know the
class attribute for a few examples, co-training needs at least two disjoint and
compatible views D1 and D2 of the set of examples E to work with. In other
words, for each example j = 1, 2...N in D1 we should have its j-th counterpart
(compatible example) in D2. We shall refer to these two views as XD1 and XD2

such that X = XD1 ∪XD2 and XD1 ∩XD2 = ∅. Furthermore, the set of labelled
examples in each view should be adequate for learning.

Set E can be divided into two disjoint subsets L (Labeled) and U (Unla-
belled) of examples. Both subsets L and U are further divided into two disjoint
views respectively called, LD1 , LD2 and UD1 , UD2 . These four subsets LD1 ,
LD2 , UD1 and UD2 , illustrated in Figure 1, as well as the maximum number of
iterations k, constitute the input of co-training described by Algorithm 1.

hD1 hD2

1

UD1

U’D1 U’D2

UD2

3

R’D1 R’D2

4

5

32

RD1 RD2

LD1 LD2

1. Extract few examples from UD1 and UD2

2. Induce hD1 and hD2 using LD1 and LD2

3. Classify the examples from U’D1 and U’D2

4. Select the best examples from R’D1 and R’D2

5. Add the best examples to LD1 and LD2

Fig. 1. co-training

Initially, two small pools U ′
D1

and U ′
D2

of compatible unlabelled examples,
withdrawn from UD1 and UD2 respectively, are created, and the main loop of
Algorithm 1 starts. First, the sets of training examples LD1 and LD2 are used to
induce two classifiers hD1 and hD2 , respectively. Next, the set of examples U ′

D1

is labelled using hD1 and inserted in R′
D1

, and the set of examples from U ′
D2

is labelled using hD2 and inserted in R′
D2

. Both sets of labelled examples are
given to the function bestExamples which is responsible for ranking compatible
examples from R′

D1
and R′

D2
that have the same class label prediction, and
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Algorithm 1: co-training

Input: LD1 , LD2 , UD2 , k
Output: LD1 , LD2

Build U ′
D1 and U ′

D2 as described;
UD1 = UD1 − U ′

D1 ;
UD2 = UD2 − U ′

D2 ;
for i = 0 to k do

Induce hD1 from LD1 ;
Induce hD2 from LD2 ;
R′

D1 = hD1(U
′
D1) set of classified examples from U ′

D1 ;
R′

D2 = hD2(U
′
D2) set of classified examples from U ′

D2 ;
(RD1 , RD2) = bestExamples(R′

D1 , R′
D2);

LD1 = LD1 ∪RD1 ;
LD2 = LD2 ∪RD2 ;
if UD1 = ∅ then return(LD1 , LD2) else

Randomly select compatible examples from UD1 and UD2 to replenish
U ′

D1 and U ′
D2 respectively;

end
end
return(LD1 , LD2);

selecting from them the “best” pairs of compatible examples to be inserted
in LD1 and LD2 respectively. After that the process is repeated until a stop
criterion is met — either the maximum number of iterations defined by the
user or the set UD1 (or its counterpart UD2) is empty.

Algorithm 1 describes the general idea of co-training using the same base-
learning learning algorithm (Naive Bayes in the original proposal) which makes
it possible to construct a third classifier from hD1 and hD2 called combined
classifier (1). Furthermore, Algorithm 1 only uses two visions and binary class
datasets. However, as suggested by its authors, there are several features that
can be included in the original version. Our implementation of co-training
includes several such features which enable us to test its behavior under differ-
ent situations. These features include: more than two visions; more than two
classes; variable number of examples and proportion of examples by class in
the initial labelled sets LDi as well as sets U ′

Di
; different base-learning algo-

rithms; maximum number of “best” classified examples in each class that can
be inserted in LDi during each iteration, and others.

4 Class proportion labelling sensitivity of co-training

A common assumption in the design of standard learning algorithms is that
training examples are drawn from the same underlying distributions the model
is expected to make predictions. In co-training, though, this assumption does
not hold because the training set of examples is growth while the algorithm is
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running, and the amount of labelled examples, as well as the proportion in
which examples are labelled, is generally a parameter of the algorithm set by
the user.

For example, suppose we are using co-training to label data for web page
classification. In a typical application, we construct a robot crawler that visits
some web sites and downloads all pages of interest. We then ask a human
expert to hand label some web pages with the classes we are interested in. As
we generally do not know how many examples should be labelled for each class,
a fair option is to ask the expert to label an even number of examples for each
class. Another option is to draw a small sample of examples and ask the expert
to label this sample. Although one may argue that the latter option would
produce a more reliable estimate of the class distribution than the former, this
is not necessarily true as the crawler might have some bias when retrieving web
pages. Thus, in both cases we do not have a good estimate of which proportion
we should label examples in each co-training iteration.

As co-training is an iterative process, where examples labelled in previous
iterations are used to build models to label new data, in this work we argue
that the proportion in which examples are labelled is a key parameter of the
co-training algorithm. The main point is that we may not know beforehand
the true underlying distribution we should use as a parameter for co-training
beforehand. As the base-classifier might be sensitive to class skews, feeding
the algorithm with a class distribution different from the true one would bias
the base-classifier used by co-training towards an inaccurate classifier. As
a consequence, the number of examples incorrectly labelled would increase,
degrading the performance of co-training.

Although it is very difficult to characterize the effect that changing class
distribution would have in learning algorithms, several studies evaluate its be-
haviour for a number of well-known algorithms. (11) conducts an extensive
experimentation using the decision tree algorithm C4.5 with datasets sampled
under several different class distributions. The authors conclude that, on aver-
age, the natural class distribution produces the most accurate classifiers. (12)
claims that when the independence assumption of attributes is violated, the
Naive Bayes algorithm is affected by changing class distributions. The author
shows that this sensitivity also holds for other algorithms, such as logistic re-
gression and hard margin SVMs. (13) further extends these results claiming
that the sensitivity could not only be attributed to the learning system but
also to the dataset at hand. As co-training uses learning algorithms as base-
classifiers, this sensitivity is automatically inherited from the learning system.
The next section shows how this sensitivity affects the results for the datasets
used in our experiments.
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5 Experimental Evaluation

We carried out an experimental evaluation using three different text datasets:
a subset of the UseNet news articles (20-NewsGroups) (14); abstracts of aca-
demic papers, titles and references collected from Lecture Notes in Artificial
Intelligence (lnai) (15) and links and web pages from the course dataset (1).

For the first dataset we created a subset of the 20-newsgroups selecting 100
texts from sci.crypt, sci.electronics, sci.med, sci.space,
talk.politics.guns, talk.politics.mideast, talk.politics.misc and
talk.religion.misc. All texts from the first 4 newsgroups were labelled as sci
(400 - %50) and texts from the remaining newsgroups were labelled as talk (400
- %50). The lnai dataset contains 396 papers from Case Based Reason (277
- 70%) and Inductive Logic Programming (119 - 30%). The course dataset1

consists of 1051 web pages collected from various Computer Science department
web sites, and divided into several categories. This dataset already provides the
two views for each web page example. One view consists of words appearing
on the page, and the other view consists of the underlined words from other
pages which point to the web page. However, analysing the examples in the
original dataset, we found 13 examples which are either empty (no text) or
its compatible example in the counterpart view is missing. Thus, the original
dataset was reduced to 1038 examples. Similar to (1), web pages were labelled
as course (221 - 20%), and the remaining categories as non-course (817 - 80%).

Using PreTexT 2, a text pre-processing tool we have implemented (16), all
text datasets were decomposed into the attribute value representation using the
bag-of-words approach. Stemming and Luhn cut-offs were also carried out. For
datasets news and lnai the two views were constructed following the approach
we proposed in (17), using 1-gram representation as one view and 2-gram as
the second view of the datasets. For the 2-gram view in the news dataset, the
minimum Luhn cut-off was set to 3. For the remaining views, the minimum
Luhn cut-off was set to 2. The maximum Luhn cut-offs were left unbounded.
For dataset course 1-gram was used in both views, named text and links.
Table 1 summarises the datasets used in this work. It shows the dataset name
(Dataset); number of documents in the dataset (#Doc); number of generated
stems (#Stem); number of stems left after performing Luhn cut-offs in each
view (#Attributes), and class distribution (%Class).

As all datasets are completely labelled, we can compare the labels assigned
by co-training in each iteration with the true labels of the datasets. In other
words, we use co-training in a simulated mode, in which the true labels are
hidden from the algorithm and are only used to measure the number of examples
wrongly labelled by co-training. In our experiments we used Naive Bayes
(NB) as a co-training base-classifier. In order to obtain a lower bound of the
error that co-training can reach on these datasets, we measured the error
1 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-51/www/co-training/

data/
2 http://www.icmc.usp.br/∼edsontm/pretext/pretext.html
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rate of NB using all labelled examples using 10-fold cross-validation. Results
(mean error and respective standard deviation) are shown in the last column
(NB Error) of Table 1.

Dataset #Doc View #Stem #Attr. Class %Class NB Error Overall Error

sci 50% 2.5 (1.7)
news 800 1-gram 15711 8668 talk 50% 0.8 (1.2) 1.6 (1.0)

sci 50% 2.0 (2.0)
2-gram 71039 4521 talk 50% 0.5 (1.1) 1.3 (1.2)

ilp 30% 1.7 (3.7)
lnai 396 1-gram 5627 2914 cbr 70% 1.4 (1.9) 1.5 (1.8)

ilp 30% 1.8 (1.7)
2-gram 21969 3245 cbr 70% 1.5 (1.9) 1.8 (1.7)

course 20% 16.3 (5.4)
course 1038 text 13198 6870 non-course 80% 3.8 (2.0) 6.5 (2.3)

course 20% 9.6 (7.6)
links 1604 1067 non-course 80% 16.0 (4.7) 14.6 (3.5)

Table 1. Datasets description and Naive Bayes error

To assess the behaviour of co-training using cross-validation, we adapted
the sampling method as follows: first, the examples in both views are paired
and marked with an ID. Then, we sample the folds so that both training and
test samples are compatible, i.e., an example marked with a given ID appears
only in the training or test sample in both views.

All experiments were carried out using the same number of initial labelled
examples (30 examples) evenly distributed by class (50% - 50%). In each iter-
ation, up to 10 “best” examples were allowed to be labelled. Furthermore, to
analyse the impact of the class distribution we varied the number of examples
in each class. We used 0.6 as a threshold to select the best examples, i.e. com-
patible candidates must have been labelled by NB with a probability greater
than 0.6.

Table 2 shows the mean value and standard deviation of results obtained
using 10-fold cross validation. The first line indicates the maximum number of
examples by class that can be labelled in each iteration: sci/talk for news,
ilp/cbr for lnai and course/non-course for course dataset. For each dataset
the first four lines show the number of examples in each class that have been
wrongly (W) or rightly (R) labelled; LSize is the number of examples labelled
by co-training, including the 30 initial examples; USize is the number of
unlabelled examples left; Error and AUC are respectively the error rate and the
area under the ROC curve of the combined classifier, and Wrong is the total
number of examples wrongly labelled. The best mean results for these last three
measures are in bold.

For all datasets co-training ended due to reaching the condition of an
empty set of unlabelled examples in iterations 64, 28 and 86 for datasets news,
lnai and course respectively. As can be observed, best results for news and
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course datasets are obtained whenever examples are labelled considering the
dataset distribution (5/5 for news and 2/8 for course). For lnai dataset, al-
though the best result is not obtained for its exact proportion 3/7, it is obtained
by its similar proportion 2/8. For this dataset, labelling examples using a slight
biased proportion towards the minority and most error-prone class (see Table 1)
seems to improve classification. In both cases the total number of labelled ex-
amples is the same (LSize ' 300). The main difference is in the error of each
class: while 3/7 proportion labels all cbr examples correctly, 2/8 proportion
labels all ilp examples correctly.

Moreover, for the best results the mean error rate of the combined classifiers
are compatible with the once obtained using the labelled examples (Table 1),
although the course dataset presents a far greater variance.

2/8 3/7 5/5 7/3 8/2

news dataset
sci(W) 18.00 (26.45) 10.60 (15.47) 1.10 (1.85) 0.40 (0.52) 0.80 (0.42)
sci(R) 344.50 (2.72) 339.40 (2.50) 325.70 (11.51) 203.60 (0.52) 139.50 (1.51)

talk(W) 1.60 (1.17) 2.20 (0.63) 5.70 (10.03) 42.50 (30.34) 131.00 (18.89)
talk(R) 139.40 (1.17) 201.80 (0.63) 324.30 (10.03) 345.70 (1.89) 347.80 (3.08)

LSize 503.50 (26.53) 554.00 (15.30) 656.80 (9.77) 592.20 (30.07) 619.10 (17.00)
U’Size 206.50 (26.53) 156.00 (15.30) 53.20 (9.77) 117.80 (30.07) 90.90 (17.00)
Error 3.00 (3.24) 2.38 (3.70) 1.88 (2.14) 6.25 (5.14) 19.00 (3.53)
AUC 0.98 (0.02) 0.98 (0.03) 0.99 (0.02) 0.97 (0.04) 0.92 (0.05)

Wrong 19.80 (26.96) 12.80 (15.80) 6.80 (11.77) 43.70 (30.29) 133.50 (19.31)

lnai dataset
ilp(W) 0.00 (0.00) 1.30 (1.25) 5.40 (1.71) 9.30 (3.23) 12.30 (5.10)
ilp(R) 69.00 (0.00) 94.20 (2.20) 101.00 (1.49) 100.80 (1.14) 101.70 (1.57)

cbr(W) 0.70 (0.95) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
cbr(R) 230.30 (0.95) 204.00 (0.00) 150.00 (0.00) 96.00 (0.00) 69.00 (0.00)
LSize 300.00 (0.00) 299.50 (1.08) 256.40 (2.41) 206.10 (3.54) 183.00 (5.10)

U’Size 50.00 (0.00) 50.50 (1.08) 93.60 (2.41) 143.90 (3.54) 167.00 (5.10)
Error 1.26 (1.33) 2.02 (2.00) 2.03 (1.07) 3.28 (1.69) 4.80 (3.03)
AUC 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.01) 0.99 (0.01) 0.99 (0.01) 0.99 (0.01)

Wrong 0.70 (0.95) 1.30 (1.25) 5.60 (1.90) 9.30 (3.23) 12.50 (5.04)

course dataset
course(W) 34.40 (29.73) 103.90 (66.05) 252.30 (72.89) 423.40 (27.35) 434.80 (112.58)
course(R) 146.00 (26.82) 132.80 (27.26) 155.50 (13.34) 175.40 (6.00) 179.30 (10.89)

ncourse(W) 5.30 (3.13) 7.20 (8.00) 4.20 (4.59) 1.50 (2.92) 2.40 (3.34)
ncourse(R) 505.20 (154.07) 307.10 (227.37) 146.80 (110.20) 81.60 (31.65) 81.30 (56.98)

LSize 690.90 (150.92) 551.00 (186.16) 558.80 (49.82) 681.90 (23.39) 697.80 (66.62)
U’Size 239.10 (150.92) 379.00 (186.16) 371.20 (49.82) 248.10 (23.39) 232.20 (66.62)
Error 14.11 (13.26) 32.65 (20.15) 49.43 (15.95) 61.91 (8.07) 60.29 (17.28)
AUC 0.92 (0.08) 0.82 (0.11) 0.71 (0.09) 0.68 (0.07) 0.67 (0.07)

Wrong 40.20 (31.71) 112.80 (67.28) 258.70 (72.08) 429.80 (25.59) 442.60 (111.98)

Table 2. co-training results for news, lnai and course datasets

Analysing the behaviour of co-training when changing the class distribu-
tion of labelled examples shows an interesting pattern. For the balanced dataset
news, skewing the proportion of labelled examples towards the talk class (i.e,
labelling more examples from the talk class: 7/2 and 8/2) does not diminish
the performance significantly. The other way dramatically increases the error
rate (from 1.88 in 5/5 labelling to 19.00 in 8/2 labelling) as well as in the
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number of examples incorrectly labelled (6.8% to 133.50%). For the imbalanced
datasets the picture is clearer. Both the error rate and the number of incorrectly
labelled examples increase as we go towards the opposite direction in terms of
proportion of labelled examples.

Another interesting result is related to the AUC. For the datasets with high
AUC values — news and lnai —(near 1), the degradation in performance is
weaker than for the course dataset. This is because AUC values near 1 are a
strong indication of a domain with a great separability, i.e., domains in which
the classes could be more easily separated from the others, and it is easy for the
algorithm to construct accurate classifiers even if the proportion of examples in
the training set is different from the natural one.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we analyse, for a fixed set of few labelled examples, the rela-
tionship between the unknown class distribution of domains and co-training
performance with respect to which proportion we should label examples in each
iteration. Experimental results evaluated using the labelling accuracy, combined
classifier error rate and AUC show that the best performance is achieved when-
ever we label examples in a proportion equal or close to the natural class distri-
bution present in the datasets. Furthermore, labelling examples in proportions
very different from the natural class distribution seems to decrease co-training
performance, especially in challenging domains. These results should be inter-
preted as a warning to anyone who is using co-training for data labelling.

As future work, we are investigating ways to neutralise or overcome the class
proportion labelling dependency of co-training. (12) presents some methods
aimed at correcting the class proportion when this proportion is not known in
a classification context. It would be interesting to adapt this method to co-
training learning. A possible adaptation would be to label examples in the
same proportion as the best examples appear in the L′ set. This approach leads
to labelling a flexible proportion of examples in each iteration and could bias the
class distribution in the L set towards the natural one. However, experimental
research should be carried out to analyse the feasibility of this approach.
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